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MIKE SEARLE

The Nepal Earthquake
Causes, Effects and Rebuilding a Himalayan Village

Figure 1 A satellite image of the Himalaya illustrating the location of the April 
2015 earthquake in Nepal that killed at least 9,000 and its aftershocks. (USGS)

At 11.56am Nepal time on 25 April 2015 an earthquake of  magnitude 
7.8 struck the central Nepal Himalaya with its epicentre beneath the 

district of  Gorkha (Figure 1, 2). The epicentre of  the earthquake was  
approximately 34km east-south-east of  Lamjung, 77km west-north-west of  
Kathmandu and 73km east of  Pokhara. The hypocentre, the point within 
the earth where an earthquake starts and below the surface epicentre, was 
at the relatively shallow depth of  15km. The earthquake focal mechanism 
shows that it occurred along a compressional thrust fault termed the Main 
Himalayan Thrust that ruptured the Nepal Himalaya for over 150km east-
wards from Gorkha. This earthquake was the latest in a series of  similar 
earthquakes that have built the Himalaya, as the Indian plate converges with 
Asia and under-thrusts the Himalaya.
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Earthquake aftershocks show that the rupture occurred only in one direc-
tion, eastwards from the epicentre. Rocks beneath the Kathmandu valley  
moved by up to 4.5m horizontally as the Indian plate slid beneath the 
Himalaya. Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) recorded the 
post-earthquake ground motions around the area from the European Sen-
tinal-1a satellite, comparing the imagery before and after the earthquake. 
Each colour contour on the ‘interferogram’ shows 2.8cm of  ground move-
ment with respect to the satellite (Figure 3). The data shows that an area 
approximately 120km by 50km around Kathmandu lifted up by at least one 
metre in less than one minute. The high peaks to the north including Mount 
Everest actually subsided very slightly as the whole Himalayan slab tilted 
towards the north.

Figure 2 A diagram illustrating the depth, spread and scale of the earthquake. 
The map and cross-section shows the Kathmandu-Ganesh Himal area showing 
the area uplifted by the Gorkha earthquake and the section of the Main Himalayan 
Thrust that ruptured, after Elliott et al (2016); Searle et al (2017).
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Unusually, the fault did not rupture all the way to the surface as would be 
expected. None of  the active thrust faults along the southern margin of  the 
Himalaya in the Terai recorded any rupture. This worrying fact means that 
the stresses causing the earthquake are retained at depth, buried beneath 
the southern Himalaya, and this area remains under imminent danger of   
a further earthquake at any time.

The following day, 26 April, several aftershocks with magnitudes up to 
6.7 occurred as the plates readjusted. Aftershocks continued long after the 
main earthquake with the main damage recorded from the Gorkha region 
east across the Ganesh, Langtang, Jugal Himalaya and the Kathmandu val-
ley. The largest aftershock was the 7.2 earthquake that occurred on 12 May, 
120km east of  the Gorkha earthquake epicentre, south of  Mount Everest.

This earthquake resulted in much more intense shaking, and triggered 
many huge rock and ice avalanches, the most devastating of  which occurred 
in the Langtang valley north of  Kathmandu (Figure 4). A massive slab  
of  rock 500m high and 400m wide fell down the south face of  Langtang 
Lirung completely destroying the village of  Langtang where three-storey 
houses were totally buried. The entire population of  more than 450 people 
were killed. Twenty-five years ago, I was part of  an expedition to climb the 
south face of  Langtang Lirung and the lower part of  our route was the exact 
path of  the avalanche. On Everest, 21 climbers were killed and many others 
were stranded above the icefall when huge avalanches crashed down from 
Lingtren and the Lho La pass on the Tibet border, wiping out the route 
through the Khumbu icefall above Everest Base Camp.

The Gorkha earthquake resulted in at least 9,000 deaths. More than 
500,000 houses were destroyed and approximately three million people 

Figure 3 The ‘interferogram’ illustrating how the region around Kathmandu was 
raised in altitude by as much as a metre over the course of roughly a minute. 
(John Elliott, COMET, University of Oxford)
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were made homeless. In Kathmandu several world heritage sites including  
ancient temples such as the Trailokya Mohan and the Kasthamandap  
temple in Kathmandu’s Durbar Square collapsed, as did the famous land-
mark the Dharahara tower, causing many fatalities (Figure 5). The ancient 
city of  Patan suffered extensive damage with numerous buildings and old 
temples collapsing. Bhaktapur suffered even worse with several ancient  
temples around its Durbar Square and many of  the old houses near the river 
bank reduced to rubble. The famous stupa at Boudhanath toppled over. The 
World Bank estimated that over $6.66bn was needed to rebuild the country. 
Villages along the Budhi Gandaki valley north of  Gorkha around the epi-
centre were affected particularly badly. Several villages, notably Laprak and 
Barpak, had almost all houses flattened by the quake. Landslides blocked 
the Budhi Gandaki hindering access, and it was days after that the first relief  
parties managed to trek into these remote villages.

For over 10 years myself  and my students at Oxford University Earth 
Sciences department had been working on the geology of  the Nepal Hima-
laya and we employed porters and sirdars from the village of  Yarsa, one 
of  three villages that make up Kashigaon on the east bank of  the Budhi 

Figure 4 The most devastating single incident occurred in the 7.2 aftershock 
that occurred in May. A vast block of rock half a kilometre wide fell off Langtang 
Lirung burying the village of Langtang below and all its inhabitants. (a) South 
face of Langtang Lirung; (b) view from camp two south face showing the land-
slide section; (c) scar of the landslide and the debris covering Langtang village; 
(d) path of landslide in Langtang. (Thompson-Reuters)
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Gandaki river in the Gorkha Himalaya. They were always hard working, 
happy and proud and many became good friends. Kashigaon, like many 
hundreds, even thousands of  hill villages in rural Nepal, was badly affected 
by the earthquake, and located right above the epicentre (Figure 6). Several 
houses collapsed completely, killing people inside, and the remaining houses 
were all badly cracked and unsafe. Many of  their buffalo and other animals 
were killed, and several of  their terraced fields slid into the Budhi Gandaki 
valley. Two huge scars in the cliffs beneath the village marked enormous 
landslides. The villagers were frightened of  aftershocks that continued for 
months afterwards, so slept out in the open fields.

I was due to fly to Kathmandu one week after the earthquake to trek 
to Annapurna Base Camp with a group. Of  course, we had to cancel, but 
when I found out about the level of  destruction throughout central Nepal 
I was horrified. We immediately set up a fund in the Department of  Earth 

Figure 5 After the earth stopped shaking: (a) Earthquake damage in Kathmandu; 
(b) Patan’s Durbar Square; (c) the collapsed Dharahara Tower; (d) the fallen 
Boudhanath stupa. (e) Widespread destruction in Baprak village right above  
the epicentre in Gorkha district. (f) Aerial photo Laprak village.
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Sciences at Oxford University, Worcester College, Oxford, and our local 
Himalayan pub, the Rose and Crown in North Parade. In three weeks we 
raised over £8,000, which was sent directly out to the Kashigaon village 
bank account in Pokhara.

Local sirdars, headed by Suka Ghale and Ash Bahadur Ghale, man-
aged to buy food, tents, tarpaulins, tin roofs and basic building material in 
Pokhara and made several trips trekking up to the village to distribute these. 
Suka and Ash Bahadur even managed to commandeer an Indian army  
rescue helicopter to drop supplies by air, although the ground was too steep 
for the helicopter to land. The village is one long days’ walk from the end 
of  the road at Arughat Bazar up steep mountain paths on the Ganesh side 

Figure 6 Remote villages, still the norm in Nepal rather than the exception were 
often left to cope on their own with limited government help: (a) Collapsed 
houses Yarsa village, Kashigaon district after the earthquake; (b) Locals 
clearing land; (c) Building the new school. (d) Completed new school at Yarsa. 
(e) Yarsa, Kashigaon school at the opening ceremony 20 May 2016. (f) Yarsa 
village with the new school (brown building on left) above cliffs showing scars 
from landslides.
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of  the Budhi Gandaki valley. The local villagers received little help from the 
government which had more pressing needs in Kathmandu and Langtang, 
so we decided to ‘adopt’ Kashigaon and Yarsa villages and help with what-
ever funds we could raise.

One year after the earthquake we managed to raise over £31,000, which 
was channelled through Doug Scott’s Community Action Nepal (CAN),  
a registered UK charity. After adding the government’s gift aid, CAN trans-
ferred all funds directly to the village bank account in Pokhara. The village 
committee decided how to spend the money on reconstruction, building an 
entirely new school to replace the collapsed one. Every penny of  money 
raised went directly to the Kashigaon account and from there to the village 
reconstruction. We provided the funds for building materials and engineers 
and the villagers themselves provided all the labour. On 20 May 2016 the 
new school for 150 kids in Yarsa was officially opened. We are continuing to 
help these hard-working and wonderful Nepali villagers and are now trying 
to raise more money for building a clinic in the village.

Seismologists and geodesists have long predicted that the Main Himala-
yan Thrust could rupture along this part of  the Himalaya. Global position 
system data shows that convergence between India and south Tibet occurs 
at a rate of  17.8 ± 0.5 mm/year in central and east Nepal and 20.5 mm/
year in western Nepal. The last major earthquake along the Himalayan 
front was the 1934 Bihar-Nepal of  magnitude 8.1 that destroyed much of  
Kathmandu and eastern Nepal. The largest known Himalayan earthquake 
was the 1950 Assam earthquake of  magnitude 8.6. In western Nepal, the 
1505 earthquake ruptured the far west of  Nepal segment, but central Nepal,  
centred on Kathmandu, was in a seismic strain shadow where an earth-
quake was expected. We can now predict, using past earthquakes, GPS and 
InSAR satellite geodesy, roughly where along the Himalaya the strain is 
building up and an earthquake can be expected, but the precise timing of  the 
earthquake cannot be predicted.

Despite the devastation of  the Gorkha earthquake, Nepal was lucky in 
some respects. The earthquake happened on a Saturday afternoon, so most 
villagers were outside in the fields, and the schoolrooms were empty. If  the 
earthquake occurred at night or when schools were full, as happened in the 
2005 Pakistan earthquake, the death toll would have been much greater. The 
earthquake did not occur during the monsoon. If  it had the rains would have 
caused many more landslides and misery for homeless victims. The outside 
world was remarkably generous in relief  aid and donations but the hold-ups 
in getting this aid to the remote villagers were immense. The one interna-
tional airport at Tribhuvan was quickly over-flowing, the appallingly bad 
road network out of  the Kathmandu valley has always been one long traffic 
jam. The only way in to the remote mountain villages was by helicopter and 
government bureaucracy refused to allow some larger helicopters to fly.

The most worrying factor is that the Gorkha earthquake did not cause a 
surface rupture and thus the strain built up remains at depth. The likelihood 
of  another earthquake is great, either to the south of  Kathmandu where the 
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Main Boundary Thrust reaches the surface, or to the west of  the epicentre,  
west of  Gorkha where the fault did not rupture and remains locked –  
or both. There will definitely be more earthquakes like Gorkha in the future, 
possibly much larger ones. We just do not know precisely when.

• Nepal remains in need of  aid following the Gorkha earthquake. Donations 
can be made to Community Action Nepal (www.canepal.org.uk).
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